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The Sb-mediated growth of Al0.65Ga0.35As is studied for Sb/III flux ratios from 0 to 2% and growth
temperatures from 580 to 720 °C. The electrical properties and surface morphology are found to
depend strongly on both the growth temperature and the Sb flux. As an isoelectronic dopant, Sb
improves the conductivity ofn-Al0.65Ga0.35As with the highest conductivities occurring at the
highest growth temperatures. As a surfactant, Sb improves the surface morphology at all growth
temperatures, with the most dramatic improvement occurring at 670 °C. The smoothest surface~0.2
nm rms roughness! was obtained at 700 °C using a Sb/III flux ratio of 0.02. Furthermore, we have
demonstrated that the use of Sb during the molecular-beam-epitaxy growth of AlGaAs effectively
eliminates the ‘‘forbidden temperature gap.’’ ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1715153#

The existence of a forbidden substrate temperature gap
for the growth of AlGaAs layers by molecular-beam epitaxy
~MBE! has been widely reported.1–3 The surface morphology
of Al xGa12xAs (x.0.2) is smooth for lower growth tem-
peratures (550– 600 °C), rough for intermediate tempera-
tures (620– 680 °C), and smooth for high temperatures
(700– 750 °C). These temperature ranges vary slightly with
aluminum composition. The lower growth temperatures re-
sult in epitaxial layers with smooth surface morphology that
have less than optimal electrical properties compared to lay-
ers grown at higher temperatures. Moreover, at the highest
growth temperatures the sticking coefficient of Ga is less
than unity and strongly dependent on growth temperature,
resulting in poor composition control. Such a poor control of
growth becomes crucial for devices such as vertical-cavity
surface-emitting lasers~VCSELs!, in which both accurate
control of growth rate and interface roughness are critical to
the device performance. Therefore, one has to compromise
when choosing an adequate growth temperature for GaAs/
AlGaAs distributed Bragg reflectors in a VCSEL. Sb as a
surfactant has been proposed4 for the growth of smoother
AlGaAs in the forbidden temperature gap~FTG! where the
Ga sticking coefficient is close to unity and the Sb incorpo-
ration rate is close to zero. Since most of the device applica-
tions use large Al mole fraction alloys, in this work we chose
to study the Sb-mediated growth of Si-doped Al0.65Ga0.35As
layers with emphasis on the optimizing both the electrical
and optical properties for device applications.

A set of Si-doped (NSi5231018 cm23) Al0.65Ga0.35As
samples were grown at various temperatures~580, 610, 640,
670, 700, and 720 °C) and various Sb/III flux ratios~0.00,
0.005, 0.01, and 0.02!. The growth was done in a V80H VG
MBE system equipped with Ga, Al, and Si effusion cells and
As and Sb valved cracking cells. The samples were grown on

semi-insulating GaAs~100! substrates starting with a 30 nm
GaAs buffer layer, followed by a 200-nm-thick undoped
Al0.65Ga0.35As spacer layer and a 1000-nm-thick, Si doped
Al0.65Ga0.35As layer. The undoped spacer provides a barrier
to free-carrier penetration into the GaAs buffer layer, pre-
venting the formation of a two-dimensional electron gas that
would adversely impact the electrical measurements. The
Al0.65Ga0.35As layer was covered with a thin, 10 nmn-GaAs
contact layer, whose thickness was chosen to be thick
enough to provide electrical contact to the AlGaAs layer and
yet thin enough to not obscure the surface morphology or
conductivity of the underlying AlGaAs layer.

The Sb flux values are given in absolute terms with
Sb/III5Sb/(Ga1Al), where each element is in units of in-
cident atoms per unit area per unit time. The As/III overpres-
sure was 1.5 for the lower growth temperatures and 2.0 for
the higher growth temperatures. The Al0.65Ga0.35As layers
are random alloy and were grown under a group-V stabi-
lized 234 surface reconstructed for both Sb-mediated and
Sb-free growth. The growth~substrate! temperatures were
accurately determined from the band edge of the substrate
using diffuse reflection spectroscopy;5 the substrate thermo-
couple reading was about 100 °C higher. The samples were
investigated using atomic force microscopy~AFM!, x-ray
diffraction ~XRD!, secondary ion mass spectroscopy~SIMS!,
and the Hall-effect measurements in the Van der Pauw con-
tact geometry.

The surface morphology of each sample was examined
by AFM and the rms surface roughness obtained from these
measurements is reported in Fig. 1 for the various Sb fluxes
and growth temperatures. The smoothing effect of the Sb
surfactant in the FTG is evident, and the amount of Sb flux
required for smoothing tends to increase with the substrate
temperature. A Sb/III flux ratio of 0.005 is sufficient for sub-
strate temperatures below 650 °C, while a Sb/III flux ratio of
0.01 to 0.02 is necessary for substrate temperatures greater
than 650 °C.

The XRD measurements reveal that about 40% of the
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incident Sb flux is incorporated at the lowest substrate tem-
perature (580 °C). As the substrate temperature increases the
Sb incorporation decreases exponentially, quickly dropping
below concentrations measurable by XRD. Therefore, to de-
termine the temperature dependence of the Sb incorporation
~or sticking coefficient!, SIMS measurements were done on
the samples grown under the highest~0.02! Sb/III flux. The
XRD measurements are used to assign absolute numbers to
the SIMS data shown in Fig. 2. The Sb concentration~left-
hand axis! and the Sb sticking coefficient~right-hand axis!
decrease by two orders of magnitude over the temperature
range shown, resulting in a low~but non zero! Sb concentra-
tion of about 231018 cm23 in samples grown at 700 °C.
Even at the highest growth temperatures, Sb is incorporated
as an isoelectronic dopant. The Sb sticking coefficient exhib-
its an Arrhenius behavior~solid line fit to the data! with a
characteristic energy of 2.7660.15 eV. The equation with
the best-fit parameters is shown in the Fig. 2, wherekT is in
units of absolute temperature. The constant in front of expo-
nential is 8800 cm23 for Sb concentration~left-hand scale!
and 2.0310215% for Sb sticking coefficient~right-hand
scale!.

Figure 3 shows the room-temperature Hall mobility of
Si-doped (NSi5231018 cm23) Al0.65Ga0.35As for the set of
samples just discussed. The electron mobility increases with
growth temperature and is enhanced by Sb codoping. Re-
markably, at the lower growth temperatures at which the Sb
levels are large (;1020 cm23), Sb as an isoelectronic dopant

still improves the electron mobility, indicating that Sb codop-
ing does not add to electron scattering. In the 640 to 670 °C
growth temperature range, the optimal Sb codoping level is
about 331018 cm23 (Sb/III50.005 to 0.01!. The mobility
decreases at the highest growth temperature (720 °C) be-
cause, according to the XRD measurements, the Al mole
fraction increases from 0.65 to 0.70 caused by a reduction in
Ga sticking from close to unity at 700 °C to 0.8 at 720 °C.

Although growth temperature and Sb codoping have a
dramatic affect on the electron mobility; the overall contri-
bution to the conductivity is not as spectacular because of the
strong dependence of the electron concentration~doping ef-
ficiency! on growth temperature shown in the inset of Fig. 3.
The free electron concentration is given on the left-hand axis
and ranges from a high ofn5531017 cm23 to a low of n
5231017 cm23, and the Si doping efficiency~defined as
n/NSi) is given on the right-hand axis. The trend in the dop-
ing efficiency~shown by the solid line! seems to be indepen-
dent of the Sb codoping levels and has a minimum of 10% at
660 °C, which is right in the middle of FTG. The best doping
efficiency ~25%! occurs at the lowest growth temperature
(580 °C). Notwithstanding the decline in electron concentra-
tion, the conductivity of the AlGaAs layer improves with
growth temperature, as shown by the plot of sheet resistance
versus growth temperature and Sb flux in Fig. 4. Overall, the
sheet resistance decreases at a rate of 5V/°C as the growth

FIG. 1. rms surface roughness of 1.2-mm-thick Al0.65Ga0.35As layers grown
at various Sb/III flux ratios and substrate temperatures.

FIG. 2. Sb concentration and sticking coefficient derived from SIMS and
XRD data forn-Al0.65Ga0.35As grown at various temperatures and a Sb/III
flux ratio of 0.02.

FIG. 3. Electron mobility of 1.0-mm-thick Si-doped Al0.65Ga0.35As layers
grown at various Sb/III flux ratios and substrate temperatures. The electron
concentration is shown in the inset.

FIG. 4. Sheet resistance of 1.0-mm-thick Si-doped Al0.65Ga0.35As layers
grown at various Sb/III flux ratios and substrate temperatures.
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temperature increases, and is further reduced by 120V on
average when Sb codoping is present.

Sb acts as both a surfactant and an isoelectronic dopant
in AlGaAs. As a surfactant, Sb provides improved surface
morphology with the most dramatic improvement occurring
in the forbidden growth temperature gap. During Sb-
mediated growth a steady-state surface population of Sb is
maintained, enhancing the surface diffusion kinetics of the
Ga and Al adatoms. The three-dimensional morphology of
AlGaAs layers grown in the forbidden temperature gap is
thought to originate from less than ideal Ga and Al transport
caused by oxygen gettering on the surface,6 strong anisot-
ropy of surface diffusion,7 the strong Al–As bond,8 and dif-
fusion barriers at island edges.9 At higher temperatures above
the FTG, Ga and Al diffusion is enhanced, resulting in
smoother films. Below the FTG, surface impurities are
thought to be more readily incorporated interfering less with
surface mobility and the Al adatoms tend to stay put avoid-
ing roughening due to anisotropic diffusion.

As an isoelectronic dopant, Sb yields higher electron
mobility and lower sheet resistance forn-AlGaAs. Isoelec-
tronic doping reduces deep levels which improves the mate-
rial properties of Si-doped AlGaAs where deep-level traps
are not simply arsenic or gallium vacancies, but possibly
impurities or gallium/arsenic related complexes.10 Further-
more, isoelectronic doping reduces unintentional impurities
and dislocation density in III-V materials.11 The low doping
efficiency of Si in Al0.65Ga0.35As is largely because Si is a
relatively deep donor,;120 meV for Al0.65Ga0.35As,12 and
to a lesser extent because some Si atoms incorporate as ac-
ceptors or form DX centers13 in AlGaAs. Furthermore, the
doping efficiency is independent of Sb codoping and is re-
markably dependent on growth temperature~see Fig. 3 in-
set!; indicating that the amphoteric nature of Si and the for-

mation of DX centers in AlGaAs depend on growth
temperature. Compensation by defects is another possibility,
in which case the defect formation would have to depend
only on temperature, and not on Sb codoping or surface mor-
phology.

In conclusion, the Sb-mediated growth of Al0.65Ga0.35As
improves both electrical properties and surface morphology,
where Sb as an isoelectronic dopant improves electron mo-
bility and Sb as a surfactant reduces surface roughness. In
both cases, the most impressive improvement occurs in
620– 680 °C temperature region, effectively eliminating the
forbidden temperature gap for device growth. The use of
Sb-mediated growth has resulted in improved laser device
performance, most notably in VCSELs.
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